Noise assessments have been conducted using full-shift dosimetry and short-term task-based measurements. Advantages of the task-based method include the opportunity to directly identify high-noise exposure tasks and to target control measures, as well as obtain estimates of task-based full-shift exposures; however, there is little empirical evidence comparing the two methods. National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health assessed noise exposures at three industrial facilities using dosimetry and task-based methods with the objective of comparing the two strategies and assessing the degree of agreement and causes of disagreement. Eight indices of task-based full-shift exposures were created from task-based sampling using three methods to assess time-at-task (direct observation by industrial hygienist, end-of-shift worker estimates and supervisor estimates) and three methods to assign noise levels to tasks [direct measurement, arithmetic mean (AM) and geometric mean (GM)]. We assessed aspects of agreement (precision, bias and absolute agreement) using Bland-Altman plots and concordance correlation coefficient (CCC). Overall, the task-based methods worked fairly well, with mean biases less than 62.8 dBA and precision ranges of 3.3-4.4 dBA. By all measures, taskbased full-shift estimates based on supervisor assessment of time-at-task agreed most poorly with the dosimetry data. The task-based full-shift estimates based on worker estimates of time-at-task generally agreed as well as those based on direct observation. For task noise level, task-based full-shift estimates based on directly measured task agreed the best with dosimetry data, while agreement for task-based indices based on task AM or GM was variable. Overall, the task-based full-shift estimates based on direct observation task and direct measured task noise level achieved the best agreement with the dosimetry data (CCC 0.84) with 95% of their differences being within 7.4 dBA and 56% of the differences <3 dBA. For this index, a high degree of accuracy was observed (accuracy coefficient 5 0.96) with major cause of disagreement arising from a lack of precision (precision coefficient 5 0.88). When the measurements were classified by job characteristics, significant improvements in the degree of agreement were observed in the low job mobility, low job complexity and low job variability categories. Our data suggest that a high degree of absolute agreement can be achieved between the task-based and dosimetry-based estimates of full-shift exposures. The task-based approach that uses worker reports combined with task AM or GM levels is similar to the more time-intensive direct observation method to estimate full-shift exposures.
INTRODUCTION
The full-shift time-weighted average (TWA) noise exposures measured via dosimetry is the most common noise exposure metric used in the USA. However, the task-based noise exposure assessment method offers several advantages over the traditional full-shift method, including opportunities to directly identify high exposure tasks for targeted controls (Hager, 1998) . Moreover, the task-based method may yield more precise estimates of the mean exposures of occupational groups than estimates based on full-shift measurements, especially when task means and the time-at-task are highly variable (Nicas and Spear, 1993a,b; Benke et al., 2000) . In addition, task-based measurements permit a fuller characterization of exposure and the creation of alternative exposure metrics that incorporate time-varying measures including peak exposure for epidemiologic investigations (Seixas et al., 2005) . Recently, several studies have reported the use of task-based exposure assessment for noise, especially in the construction and forestry sectors (Neitzel et al., 1999; Seixas et al., 2001 Seixas et al., , 2003 Kerr et al., 2002; Neitzel and Yost, 2002; Humann et al., 2005; Vipperman et al., 2007) . Task-based exposure assessment strategy has also been used successfully in a variety of industries for a range of airborne and skin exposures (Goldberg et al., 1997; Methner et al., 2000; Susi et al., 2000; Verma et al., 2003 Verma et al., , 2004 Kromhout et al., 2004; Pronk et al., 2006; Woskie et al., 2008; Virji et al., 2009) .
While many potential strengths of the task-based method are well described (Susi and Schneider, 1995) , there are a number of challenges associated with this approach including defining tasks, collecting multiple consecutive short-duration task samples (when continuous monitoring is unavailable) and accounting for time-at-task (Goldberg et al., 1997; Seixas et al., 2003) . The definition of task remains a critical aspect of a task-based strategy, and lack of consistency in task definition makes it difficult to compare results among studies. A task may be defined with a high degree of specificity or more broadly depending on the sources and degree of task exposure variability. The assessment of time-at-task depends on the specificity of task definitions and may require direct observation for very specific task definitions or worker recording for broader definitions of task. Task exposure levels (Nieuwenhuijsen et al., 1995; Goldberg et al., 1997; Neitzel et al., 1999; Meijster et al., 2008) , time-at-task or the frequency of tasks (Preller et al., 1995; Hansen and Whitehead, 1988; Kalil et al., 2004; Ross et al., 2004) are important determinants of full-shift exposures and can influence the accuracy of task-based estimates of full-shift exposures. Unfortunately, little published empirical evidence exists comparing the two methods for estimating full-shift exposures. Seixas et al. (2003) and Reeb-Whitaker et al. (2004) have reported poor to moderate agreement between the task-based estimates and full-shift noise exposure among construction workers.
A number of statistical methods have been used to evaluate agreement between measurements made on a continuous scale including: Pearson correlation coefficient, paired t-test, linear regression, Bland-Altman plots and limits, intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) and the concordance correlation coefficients (CCCs) (White and van den Broek, 2004) . Since these approaches measure different components of agreement, a combination is needed to fully assess the desired agreement characteristics. Absolute agreement (aggregate measure) incorporates a measure of precision (linearity or variation) and a measure of bias/accuracy (difference or distance from the unity line) (Carrasco and Jover, 2003; Haber and Barnhart, 2006) . Neither the Pearson correlation coefficient nor the paired t-test adequately measure absolute agreement; the former only measures the degree of association (precision), while the latter only measures the average difference (bias) between two continuous measurements (Lin, 1989; Bedard et al., 2000; Barnhart et al., 2002; White and van den Broek, 2004) . In industrial hygiene literature, the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression approach is often used to compare two measurement methods; however, because both methods are often measured with error, OLS regression provides biased estimates for the intercept (biased high) and the slope (biased low) (Ludbrook, 2002; Bland and Altman, 2003) . Alternatives to OLS regression include error-in-variables models such as Deming or orthogonal regression (Linnet, 1998) or structural equation models (see for example, Middendorf et al., 1999) . The Bland-Altman plot of differences is commonly employed in clinical sciences to compare two measurement methods. The degree of agreement is assessed by evaluating: (i) the pattern of the plot of the difference between the two paired measurements against their means and (ii) the slope and intercept of a regression line through the difference points (Bland and Altman, 1986; Bland and Altman, 2003) . The Bland-Altman plots provide valuable graphical representation of the association between two measurement methods.
The ICC and the CCC are commonly used aggregate measures of absolute agreement to compare two measurement methods (Nickerson, 1997; Carrasco and Jover, 2003; Haber and Barnhart, 2006) . The ICC (special case 3A [A,1] ) is calculated using variance components from two-way mixed models with the random effect of subject and fixed effect of method as described by Mcgraw and Wong (1996) . The CCC is based on the mean of the squared 202 M. A. Virji et al. difference between two measurement methods, which is then transformed into a correlation coefficient (the CCC) and has two components: (i) accuracy-the deviation of the fitted line from the concordance line (i.e. the line of perfect agreement) and (ii) precision-the deviation of each pair of observations from the fitted line (Lin, 1989; Lin, 2000; Lin et al., 2002) . The CCC and the ICC (when specified appropriately) both provide identical measures of absolute agreement and are one and the same (Nickerson, 1997; Carrasco and Jover, 2003; Haber and Barnhart, 2006) . The appeal of the CCC arises from having a summary aggregate measure of agreement and the ability to disaggregate it into its components which allows for the evaluation of the sources of disagreement.
In this study, we use noise exposure data collected from three industrial facilities to compare taskbased estimates of full-shift exposure to full-shift noise dosimetry measurements. Specifically, our objectives were to evaluate the degree of agreement between the two methods and to provide guidance on when it may be useful to consider a task-based approach. We used several statistical methods to evaluate the degree of agreement between the two methods and to investigate the potential sources of disagreement.
METHODS
The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health conducted noise exposure assessment surveys at three industrial facilities in Quebec, Canada. Three noise surveys were conducted at each facility between June 2003 and January 2004 which included: (i) a polystyrene food container manufacturing plant, (ii) an aluminum can and bottle cap manufacturing plant and (iii) a heavy equipment repair facility and represented a range of workplaces, processes, job characteristics and noise exposure profiles. Brief descriptions of the facilities, processes and noise sampling strategy are provided below, details of which are documented elsewhere (Brueck et al., 2006) .
Workplace descriptions
At the polystyrene food container manufacturing facility, the production processes include melting plastic pellets, extruding plastic sheeting, molding container forms, thermoforming final product containers and recycling scrap plastic material. There are six operational departments with different job characteristics and noise exposures, generally ranging from 80 to 90 dBA. In some departments such as thermoforming and extrusion, there is a constant background noise levels from continuous operations, which occasionally exceeded 90 dBA during specific activities, and employees are cross-trained to work at various positions. In other departments such as molding, noise exposures are intermittent, characterized by the variety of equipment and tools used by employees, for example, milling machines, lathes, drill presses, hammers and drills. The scrap plastic grinding rooms are characterized by high average noise levels (98 dBA) with workers typically working 1.5-2 m from the grinder, while the maintenance workers are exposed to variable background noise ranging from .90 dBA during repairs when they are adjacent to the equipment to low noise levels in non-production areas such as the maintenance shop and warehouses.
At the aluminum can and bottle cap manufacturing facility, the production processes include cutting, pressing, extruding, printing, forming and stamping operations conducted on rolls and sheets of aluminum. There are seven operational departments with similar job characteristics and high continuous background average noise levels generally between 91 and 99 dBA for all the job titles, including intermittent impact noise. In the canning, assembly and lithography departments, high continuous noise levels are due to the type of processes, equipment and production rate. The employees in these departments are cross-trained to work at various positions and spend some time in close proximity to the line during setup and maintenance. A larger proportion of their time is spent at their workstations located several meters away. Operators of presses and machines in the assembly department are also exposed to high continuous background noise levels. These workers move around the area but also spend time in close proximity to the presses. Fork truck operators and maintenance workers are exposed to a wide variety of background noise levels.
The heavy equipment repair facility services a variety of heavy equipment including tractors, earthmovers, skid-steer loaders, forklifts, backhoes, trenching machinery, paving equipment, hydraulic excavators, generators and ore-carrying trucks. Repairs range from maintenance and replacement of worn parts to complete rebuilding of engines, transmissions, wheel tracks, buckets and blades. Mechanics and machinists use a variety of power tools, impact wrenches, hammers, welding equipment, cutting torches and specialty machining equipment for repair work. Much of the noise exposure in the facility is from impact noise, generated primarily in the equipment repair areas. Impact noises generated in the repair areas of the facility tend to be random and unpredictable because of the specific nature of repairs required. The work tasks conducted by employees in this facility depend on the nature of repair work required. The workers do not always have the same repair assignments from day-to-day or repair the exact same equipment Agreement between task-based and dosimetry-based estimates of the full-shift noise exposure 203 every day. However, workers do perform some similar tasks, such as using pneumatic wrenches to disassemble or reassemble parts.
Sampling strategy
A key objective of this study was to compare fullshift noise dosimetry measurements to the taskbased estimates of full-shift noise exposures based on: (i) three methods of assessing time-at-task including direct observation by trained technicians, daily worker estimates and supervisor estimate and (ii) three methods for estimating short-term task levels (STTLs), including direct monitoring of STTLs during field sampling, calculation of the overall arithmetic mean (AM) STTLs and calculation of the overall geometric mean (GM) STTLs. Based on pilot studies conducted at the three facilities, job groups with potential noise exposure .85 dBA were identified for monitoring. The job groups were based on similarities in job functions, work tasks, mobility characteristics and exposure sources. Seven volunteers from each of these job groups were selected to participate in the study. Full-shift dosimetry measurements and the worker diaries of time-at-task were collected from participating workers during each of the three noise surveys. The measurement of STTLs and the direct observation of time-at-task were conducted for all workers during the first survey and a subset of workers during the second and third surveys. The supervisor time-at-task estimate was completed once during the study period for each job group.
Definition and identification of tasks
Considerable effort was devoted toward identifying and defining tasks prior to the start of the study. Tasks were defined as either a single activity or step in the production, repair or maintenance process or an activity that used a similar type of tool, equipment or machinery. In practice, the final list of tasks was achieved after a series of steps including reviewing job descriptions, observing work activities during a pilot study, discussing with plant personnel and developing a preliminary task list, conducting more detailed observations of the jobs and modifying the task list and preparing the final task list for data analysis by consolidating similar tasks. The details of these steps are provided elsewhere (Brueck et al., 2006) .
Noise instrumentation
Noise measurements were collected using two different models of Larson Davis (Provo, UT, USA) Spark Series Type-2 noise dosimeters with the same dynamic response characteristics and performance capabilities (Brueck et al., 2006) . The model 705P was used for personal noise dosimetry while the model 706RC was used for measuring the STTLs. The instruments were set to 'A' frequency weighting, 0 dB threshold, 3 dB exchange rate, slow meter response, 85 dB criterion level and 1-s averaging time. Calibrations were performed before and after each use with a Larson Davis Model CAL200 noise calibrator.
Field sampling
Full-shift noise dosimetry, task-based noise measurements (STTLs) and the direct observation and worker reporting of time-at-task were collected simultaneously from participating workers. For fullshift dosimetry, microphones were attached in an upright position at the center of workers' shoulder on the side of their dominant hand. The STTLs were collected during a typical and representative 30 s to 2 min portion of task based on the researcher's judgment. Dosimeters were held in the workers' hearing zone on the side of their dominant hand during at least one occurrence of each representative task. The name of task, task location, STTLs, time of measurement and duration of measurement were recorded on sampling forms.
For the direct observation of time-at-task, a technician (trained by an industrial hygienist on identifying tasks) observed a single worker throughout the work shift and documented the tasks conducted, start and stop times and auxiliary information about the job characteristics and work environment (such as use of hearing protection, tools and sources of noise). For the worker time-at-task estimate, workers were asked to complete an activity-time log immediately after the end of their work shift on which they noted the tasks conducted and the time spent at each task. If the difference in the estimated total time and actual time worked was .10 min, the technician assisted workers in recalling the tasks and revising task times. For the supervisor assessment, at least one supervisor of the workers monitored was asked to provide an estimate of the average time-at-task for a typical worker in the job group. The supervisors reviewed a list of tasks associated with the job group and estimated the amount of time that employees typically spent on each task during an average workday. The technician ensured that the total task time was equivalent to the length of a typical workday for that job group.
Calculation of full-shift and task-based full-shift exposures
The full-shift dosimeter time history records (start and end times) were synchronized with the actual work start and end times. Full-shift noise levels were calculated for each worker (dosimeter) based on the 1-s averaging of noise levels using the standard formula for averaging noise exposures,
where, L eq-FS is the full-shift noise exposure, L pi are the 1-s average noise levels downloaded from the dosimeter measured over i 5 1 to N seconds over the full shift and q is the exchange rate (3 dB) divided by log 10 of 2.
The STTLs recorded in the field sampling forms were used in conjunction with the information on time-at-task to calculate eight indices of the taskbased full-shift noise exposure based on the combinations of the three different methods for assessing time-at-task and the three methods of assigning noise exposures to tasks (Table 1) . For the two indices based on the direct measurement of task STTLs, the time-at-task was matched with STTL measured on the same person, day and the specific occurrence of a task. However, not all the occurrences of a task within a day were monitored, hence a hierarchical approach was used to fill in the next best exposure data starting with: mean task level from the person on the same day, mean task level from all workers performing the same task for the same job on the day, mean task level from all workers performing the same task for the same job on for all the days monitored and mean task level from all workers performing the same task for all the jobs and days monitored. For the remaining six indices based on a summary noise exposure level, the overall GM and AM of the tasks were assigned to the time-attask. Since noise measurements are reported in the dB scale which incorporates a reference level and the log scale, task measurements were converted back to the log-normal pascal 2 scale, and the AM and GM of the tasks were calculated in pascal 2 and then these summary measures were converted back to the dB scale. It should be noted that the AM of the tasks calculated in pascal 2 and converted back to dB is equivalent to the task average calculated in dB using equation 1.
The eight indices of task-based full-shift noise exposures were calculated in dB using the standard noise formula,
where, L pi is the directly measured STTL, the overall GM or the AM of the task; t i is the time-at-task from the direct observation of tasks time, the worker reporting of task time or the supervisor assigned task time for i 5 1 to k tasks and T is the total time worked by the worker in the job on the day of monitoring or the duration of a typical workday for the job group. The use of directly measured STTL in equation 2 is preferable over the use of either the overall AM or GM because these summary measures may not be representative of individual workers task exposure on any given day when task exposures are highly variable. It is also noteworthy that the taskbased full-shift noise exposure using task GM in equation 2 is mathematically not equivalent to the full-shift dosimetry measurement (calculated using equation 1 based on 1-s averaging of noise levels). However, the GM-based indices may have some value in epidemiologic investigations particularly if the association between exposure and dose or heath affects is a non-linear function of exposure (Seixas et al., 1988; Smith, 1992) . Thus, the choice of GM or AM in creating exposure metrics for use in epidemiology may in part depends on the mechanism relating exposure to outcome.
Job indices
Indices of certain job characteristics were created to investigate aspects of jobs that lead to good or poor agreement between the task-based methods and the full-shift noise dosimetry. An index of job complexity was calculated based on the number of tasks performed by workers on the day of sampling as reported in the direct observation of tasks. The index was categorized into approximately equal size tertiles of high (more than or equal to seven), medium (five to six) and low (less than or equal to four) tasks performed per day. Job mobility was rated as the percent of the workday (range: 0-100%) that a typical worker was judged by the industrial hygienist to be mobile [i.e. not working on tasks within a six foot (1.8 m) radius of a work position]. Jobs mobility was then categorized into approximately equal size tertiles of low ( 30%) moderate (.30 to 40%) and high (!40%) mobility. Job exposure variability was calculated as the coefficient of variation (percent) of the full-shift noise dosimetry measurements and was categorized into tertiles of low (,2%), moderate (2-4%) and high (.4%) exposure variability. Statistical analysis Statistical analyses were performed using PC-SAS version 9.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). The distributions of all the full-shift TWA indices were evaluated graphically using probability plots and summary statistics were calculated. To assess the degree of agreement between the eight task-based indices of full-shift noise exposure and the full-shift noise dosimetry measurements, Bland-Altman plots of differences including absolute and percent difference (bias) and ratios of the measurements were calculated. Scatter plots and Bland-Altman plots of differences were prepared in SigmaPlot 9.01 (Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). The CCC and its 95% confidence intervals were calculated in SAS according to the method of moments described by Lin (1989) , using a macro made available by Crawford et al. (2007) (see download information in Appendix 1). The CCC estimates from the macro were crosschecked against values from a second SAS macro provided by Lin et al. (2002) (see download information in Appendix 1), which also calculated the precision and accuracy components of CCC. The total deviation index (TDI 0.95 ) which is a measure of the absolute value of the difference (in dBA) below which 95% of the differences lie and the coverage probability (CP 3-dBA ) which describes the fraction (percent) of the measurement differences that lie within 3 dBA were also calculated in SAS as described by Lin et al. (2002) using their macro. To examine the impact of job characteristics on the degree of agreement between the task-based method and the full-shift measurements, the CCC, accuracy and precision coefficients were calculated stratified by the job characteristic indices of job mobility, complexity and variability as well as by facility.
RESULTS
Out of a total of 361 dosimeter measurements collected on 148 workers, 198 dosimeter measurements on 128 workers were matched to the eight task-based full-shift noise exposures and used to assess the agreement between the two measurement methods. One array of matched measurements was available for 90 workers, while repeated measurements were available for the remaining 38 workers. The distribution of the full-shift noise dosimetry data was approximately normal based on probability plots, but the task-based full-shift indices showed strong tendencies toward bimodal or multimodal distributions, consistent with findings from other studies (Smith et al., 1991; Nicas and Spear, 1993a) . The logtransformed indices of task-based full-shift exposures did not fit the normal distribution any better than the untransformed exposure indices. Descriptive summary statistics for the three facilities using all the dosimeter measurements collected are reported in Table 2 . Full-shift mean noise exposures were 84.5, 87.8 and 95.8 dBA for the three facilities and were most variable for the heavy equipment repair facility and least variable for the aluminum cans and bottle cap facility. The equipment repair facility also had the highest median scores for all three indices of job characteristics (i.e. complexity, mobility and variability), whereas the aluminum cans and bottle cap facility had the lowest median scores. Table 3 reports the results of simple calculations of the means of the difference (bias) between the dosimetry-based and task-based indices including the percent difference, ratio of the two methods, standard deviation of the difference (precision) and a measure of accuracy calculated as:
Assessment of agreement
. This accuracy measure is generally used to compare two paired measurements (Hornung, 1991; Reeb-Whitaker et al., 2004) . The results reported in Table 3 do not show a consistent pattern in these measures for the various task-based indices. However, all four measures identified the DOD-AM (see Table 1 for abbreviation descriptions for the various task-based indices of full-shift exposures) index as having the best agreement with the dosimetry data and the SUP-AM index as having the poorest agreement. All task-based indices showed a high degree of accuracy (95.1-96.7%) and very little bias (range: 0.24 to À2.82 dBA).
The results of the Bland-Altman method are reported in Figs 1-3 . The top rows (scatter plots) show the spread of the data around the unity line, which marks perfect agreement. The bottom rows (difference plots) show the mean difference as well as the distribution of the differences around the zero line (no difference/bias). Generally, a small negative bias was observed for most of the task-based indices, but there is a wide distribution of the individual differences within the task-based indices. The supervisor assessment-based indices (Fig. 3) clearly show the poorest agreement; however, the distinctions among the other tasks-based indices (Figs 1 and 2) are not very clear, making it difficult to rank or differentiate among several competing alternative measurement methods. The estimates of CCC from the two macros yielded identical agreement coefficients, validating the use of these macros (Table 4) . These results suggest that the best agreement was achieved by DODmeasured exposure index, followed by DOD-AM, WKD-measured and WKD-GM. These four indices had similar CCC values with overlapping 95% confidence intervals. The SUP-AM-based index Table 1 showed the poorest agreement. Generally, the direct observation-based indices performed the best, followed by the worker diary-based and then the supervisor assessment-based indices. Within direct observation-or worker diary-based methods, the indices based on directly measured task exposure performed better than the summary-based indices (GM or AM); the latter gave inconsistent agreement results with sometimes GM-or AM-based indices showing superior agreement.
Results of the coefficients of precision and accuracy, the two components of the CCC, are also reported in Table 4 . The precision coefficients were similar to the CCC in pattern, while no particular pattern was observed with the accuracy coefficient. Generally, a high degree of accuracy was observed for all the task-based indices, suggesting very little average deviation from the concordance (agreement) line. Most of the source of disagreement arose from a lack of precision. The high values for the CCC, precision and accuracy coefficients for the direct observation-and worker diary-based indices are encouraging, but the TDI and CP measures suggest that caution is needed. The TDI 0.95 suggests that 95% of the differences were ,6.5 dBA at best for the DOD-AM index and ,9.6 dBA at worst for the SUP-AM index. For noise measurements, this represents a large degree of difference in exposure between the dosimeter-based and task-based indices. The CP 3-dBA shows that a little .50% (CP 3-dBA range: 45%-63%) of the differences were ,3 dBA, a value representing the exchange rate between dBA and sound energy doubling. Table 5 contains results of the CCC, precision and accuracy coefficients stratified by job complexity. An increasing trend in agreement was observed with decreasing job complexity categories. The highest degree of agreement by all three measures, CCC, precision and accuracy, were observed for lowcomplexity job category. A majority of the gain in CCC across the complexity classification arose from improvement in the precision measure, with the accuracy measure changing little from the values for high and medium categories. It is noteworthy that all the task-based indices including those based on supervisor assessment showed this high degree of agreement for the low-complexity category. Similarly, results for job mobility show that the highest degree of agreement was achieved for low job mobility category while the degree of agreement was similar for medium and high job mobility categories (data not shown). For low job mobility category, high CCC was observed for all the task-based exposure indices (CCC range: 0.82-0.91), including a high n 5 56 for high-complexity, n 5 114 for medium-complexity and n 5 28 for low-complexity jobs.
a Task-based (TB) indices described in Table 1 .
Agreement between task-based and dosimetry-based estimates of the full-shift noise exposure 209 degree of precision (precision range: 0.86-0.93) and accuracy coefficients (accuracy range: 0.95-1.0). Similar results were obtained for job variability which showed the highest degree of agreement for low-variability job category across all task-based indices (data not shown). Finally, we examined the CCC stratified by facility (data not shown). Generally, the highest degree of agreement was observed for the aluminum cans and bottle cap facility which also had the least variable exposure (although the highest mean exposures) and the fewest tasks ( Table 2 ). The poorest agreement was observed for the equipment repair facility which had the highest exposure variability and most number of tasks. However, no pattern was observed among the various task-based indices for any of the three facilities with different indices showing better agreement at the three facilities.
DISCUSSION
In recent years, there has been a renewed interest in the task-based exposure assessment method. The taskbased method offers an important advantage over the traditional full-shift method by providing the opportunity to directly identify high-exposure tasks for targeted controls. For example, in a study of lead exposures among construction workers during bridge rehabilitation, Goldberg et al. (1997) reported significant differences in exposure levels associated with tasks, which were partially obscured when full-shift exposures were calculated making the selection of respiratory protection less clear. Both task exposure levels and time-at-task can impact full-shift exposure levels. For example, Andersson and Rosén (1995) showed that in carpentry operations, the task with the highest exposures had less impact on daily exposures than the task with lower exposures but conducted for a larger proportion of time. In studies of construction trades workers, noise exposure levels were found to differ significantly among tasks or tools used, but did not significantly differ among trades (Neitzel et al., 1999; Seixas et al., 2001 ). The task-based exposure assessment strategy focuses on the relative importance of task exposure levels and task time in prioritizing control interventions, thus providing distinct advantages over the full-shift method, particularly for jobs with high variation in task exposure levels within a day, highly variable proportion of time-at-task between days and highly variable time-at-task between workers (Seixas et al., 2003) .
Task-based exposure measurements can be used in conjunction with the time-at-task to obtain estimates of daily or long-term average exposures for use in epidemiologic investigations. However, there is little empirical evidence in the literature comparing the task-based to the full-shift monitoring methods in estimating the full-shift exposures or the average exposures of occupational groups. Nicas and Spear (1993a,b) presented a task-based model that suggests that task-based methods may be more efficient (in terms of sampling) and may yield more precise estimates of the mean occupational group exposures than estimates based on full-shift measurements, especially when task means and the time-at-task are highly variable. However, Smith et al. (1997) showed through simulations that the task-based method does not improve the precision of the mean of an occupational group when the variation of the time-at-task is appropriately accounted for. Benke et al. (2000) compared estimates of cumulative exposure based on a job exposure matrix (JEM) and a task exposure matrix (TEM) and found significant difference between the two methods. They suggest that exposure estimates based on TEM can reduce exposure misclassification in epidemiologic studies and have used the TEM-based estimates to examine associations with respiratory symptoms and lung-function changes in aluminum smelters and bauxite miners (Beach et al., 2001; Fritschi et al., 2003) . Woskie et al. (2008) found that a task-based exposure estimation algorithm was a better exposure index than estimates based on exposure surrogates such as job title or event counts in an exposure-response model of cross-week changes in lung function among auto body shop workers. In evaluating the utility of the task-based method for use in epidemiologic research, a number of questions remain unanswered including (i) the degree of agreement between task-based and full-shift measures of exposure, (ii) whether task-based or full-shift exposure measurements can estimate the means of occupational groups more precisely and with larger contrast between groups and (iii) the performance of task-based and full-shift exposure estimates in epidemiologic exposure-response relationships. In this study, we addressed the issue of the degree of agreement between the task-based and full-shift estimates of daily exposure using noise exposure data collected from three industrial facilities and examined various statistical methods to assess the degree of agreement.
Choice of task-based exposure metric
To compare our results to the published literature, we estimated R 2 for the comparison of the full-shift dosimetry to the task-based estimates by squaring the precision coefficient in Table 4 , which showed moderate to high degree of agreement (R (R 2 : 0.10-0.55) between the task-based estimates and full-shift noise exposure in the construction industry depending on the specificity of task definition, with substantial improvement in the degree of agreement (R 2 : 0.89-0.90) with increasing specificity of tasks which resulted in less variable estimates of task exposures. One major difference between the present study and the study reported by Seixas et al. (2003) is that the task-based noise levels in their study were derived directly from the dosimetry data used in the comparison, whereas in our study, the task-based estimates were independent of the dosimetry data.
Results of the overall CCC suggests that task-based indices based on either direct observation or worker reports agreed well with the full-shift dosimetry data, while indices based on supervisor assessment had lower degree of agreement. This suggests that the worker diary-based approach is as good as the more time-intensive direct observation method. ReebWhitaker et al. (2004) reported a substantial degree of agreement between worker-reported and researcher-observed tasks performed (j 5 0.67). Similarly, Neitzel et al. (1999) and Seixas et al. (2001) reported high degree of agreement between worker recording and researcher observations of tasks with kappa values of j 5 0.87 and 0.86, respectively. In addition, when the workers were asked to recall their time-at-task 6 months after they had initially recorded them, the study found a high degree of accuracy in the recall of percent time-at-task (range: 53-100%, median: 91%). The number of tasks performed by workers per day ranged from one to four tasks (mean 5 2.5 tasks day
À1
), out of a total of 22 tasks (Reeb-Whitaker et al., 2004) . Benke et al. (2000) found increasing differences between cumulative exposure based on TEM and JEM with increasing number of tasks per job. In our study, the workers performed a large number of tasks (range: 2-12, median: 5) which could affect their recall performance. However, the similarities in agreement measures for the direct observation-and worker diary-based indices suggest that worker estimates of time-at-task were similar to direct observations. Generally, a high degree of accuracy was observed for all the task-based indices suggesting very little average deviation from the 45°concordance line and a small bias. Most of the source of disagreement arose from a lack of precision suggesting higher variability in the difference between the individual measurement types. Similar results were reported by Reeb-Whitaker et al. (2004) who observed average bias of 1.5 dBA, accuracy of 97% and R 2 (precision) of 0.62 between dosimetry-based and worker diarybased full-shift noise exposures. In our study, taskbased indices based on the AM generally yielded larger coefficients of accuracy than indices based on GM, suggesting that the AM is a better representation of task exposure than the GM. However, the GM-based indices yielded larger coefficients of precision than the AM-based indices, which was also replicated with the larger R 2 for the GM-based indices than AM-based indices. Hence a consistent pattern in the CCC was not observed because of this switch in the coefficients of precision and accuracy for the AM-and GM-based indices. When the interest is in obtaining a group mean estimate, the choice of a task-based index with the highest coefficient of accuracy may be of interest (AM), whereas if the interest is in estimating individual workers' exposures, an index that maximizes the precision coefficient may be of interest (GM) .
A number of factors may contribute to the error associated with the task-based indices including errors in the estimates of the STTLs, worker and supervisor assessment of tasks performed and the time-at-task and the variation in task exposure levels between and within workers when task summary exposures are used. Reducing these sources of error would likely impact the coefficient of precision more than the coefficient of accuracy and would further improve the coefficient of agreement (CCC). This is evident in the present study which suggests that when mean task levels are highly variable, the resulting agreement measures (coefficient of precision and CCC) are low because the summary measure may not be representative of individual worker's task level on any given day. Improved estimates of the STTLs may be obtained through multiple regression models of the determinants of task exposures as has been reported by Seixas et al. (2003) . One future direction could be to evaluate whether improvements in task exposure estimates relative to the methods explored to date could be achieved by predicting task exposures using these models.
The classification of measurements by job characteristics yielded significant improvements in the degree of agreement for the low job mobility, low job complexity and low job variability categories, but poorer agreement for the high categories. The coefficients of accuracy did not vary much among the categories for any of the job characteristics, but the precision coefficients improved for the low categories and worsened for the high categories. Generally, the indices based on AM had the highest coefficients of accuracy suggesting that very little bias in the estimate of mean exposure by the job category based on the task-based indices. The high degree of precision in the low categories of job characteristics for all the task-based indices suggests that the STTLs for these categories were measured with less error than for the high or medium categories. The estimates of task exposures were obtained for a very short duration of the task (30 s to 2 min) and may not be representative of high-mobility, high-variability and high-complexity tasks. In instances where the entire duration of a task can not be monitored, an important objective may be to understand exposure Agreement between task-based and dosimetry-based estimates of the full-shift noise exposure 211 variability within tasks, which in turn can guide the choice of task sampling duration. Carrasco and Jover (2003) have shown, using the variance components method, that the ICC and the CCC are one and the same, and both clearly have desirable agreement characteristics (absolute agreement), especially for comparing multiple alternative methods. The CCC as defined by Lin (1989) as the degree of departure from the 45°concordance line is conceptually more appealing, intuitive and easier to understand. Furthermore, CCC as computed by the method of moments can be decomposed into its components of precision and accuracy, which is very useful in understanding the sources of disagreement. Some limitations of the CCC as computed by the method of moments include the inability to: consider more than two methods at a time, adjust for confounding by covariates and account for repeated measurements. However, these limitations are accounted for when the CCC is calculated via the method of variance components which allows the incorporation of covariates that may affect the degree of agreement, as well as the comparison of multiple methods at once and accounting for repeated measurements (Carrasco and Jover, 2003) . Carrasco and Jover (2003) also propose alternative measures of precision (residual variance) and accuracy (estimate of between method variance) that can be obtained from the variance components approach to describe the sources of disagreement.
Measures of agreement

General considerations for a task-based strategy
Although there is increased interest in the taskbased exposure assessment strategy in recent years, little guidance is available on when and how to devise a task-based exposure assessment strategy. While our study indicated that the best agreement was achieved for jobs with low variability, complexity and mobility, the task-based strategy will likely not be beneficial under these circumstances. Taskbased strategy is ideal for jobs associated with variable task exposure levels and time-at-task, such as jobs that are more mobile, more complex and have more variable full-shift exposures. In mobile, highly complex jobs for example in the construction industry, dosimeter measurements suggest high variability in full-shift exposures for some construction trades (Neitzel et al., 1999; Kerr et al., 2002; Seixas et al., 2005) suggesting that characterizing these jobs with accuracy and precision would require a large number of samples. Thus, a task-based approach, although containing error, may still be more practical and perhaps cost effective than a large-scale dosimeter sampling.
Perhaps, the most important initial step is the definition and identification of tasks. In our study, considerable effort was devoted toward identifying and defining tasks during the pilot study. In defining tasks, there is a need to strike a balance between the specificity of the task and the practicality of recognizing and assessing the task exposure levels and task time. Exposures within task are also likely to vary, and hence it is also important to identify and collect information of possible factors that may impact task exposure levels.
A number of factors are important in the taskbased strategy that can influence the degree of agreement between task-based estimates and fullshift measurements, including the precision and accuracy of task exposures and time-at-task, the duration of task preformed compared to the duration of task sampling and whether to sample for constant or variable duration. Although the longer a task is monitored, the more accurate the estimate will be, the use of grab samples is a cost effective approach to implementing a task-based strategy. Hence, the key is to determine the degree to which exposure variability within a task necessitates longer task monitoring. Clearly, highly mobile or variable tasks will likely require longer task-monitoring duration than the less mobile or variable tasks. Better understanding of the exposure variability within task is required to devise a monitoring plan which focuses on sampling tasks with high exposures, high exposure variability and/or conducted for a significant proportion of the time. Another aspect of the task-based strategy is the assessment of time-at-task. A practical strategy is worker assessment of time-at-task since the observer assessment approach is time and resource intensive. Several studies have noted high degree of agreement in the recording of tasks and the time-at-task by workers compared to the observation by researchers for fairly few tasks per job (Seixas et al., 2003; Reeb-Whitaker et al., 2004) . However, a high degree of task specificity may require direct observation while less-specific tasks may be recorded with adequate accuracy by workers. The degree of agreement is likely dependent upon the specificity and the number of tasks and may be diminished with larger number of tasks per job. In the present study, the worker reportbased indices of full-shift exposures agreed as well as the direct observation-based indices with the dosimetry data, even though a large number of tasks were identified. However, the direct comparison on the direct observation and worker reports of tasks and time-at-task has not been conducted yet, which may further shed light on the sources of disagreement with full-shift dosimetry measurements. Overall, conducting a well-planned task-based exposure assessment strategy requires significant resources. Thus, there is a need to balance the potential benefits of this strategy with the amount of resources required. 
CONCLUSION
Overall, our results suggest that the task-based exposure assessment strategy can be used to obtain estimates of full-shift noise exposures that are in good agreement with the full-shift dosimetry measurements. The worker report-based indices yielded similar agreement to the direct observation-based indices, which achieved the best degree of agreement. Hence reliable estimates can be obtained using the less resource-intensive method of worker diary and task means. The task-based indices showed a high degree of accuracy (small bias) with most of the disagreement arising from a lack of precision (variability of the differences). Methods which improve the estimates of task exposure levels will likely improve the precision as well as the overall agreement. While the task-based methods can be used to estimate full-shift exposures which compare well with the full-shift dosimetry data, it is not clear how well these estimates will reflect long-term average exposures or mean group exposures. Therefore, careful consideration is warranted before embarking on a task-based exposure assessment strategy. Our results also demonstrate the utility of a number of methods to assess agreement, which together provide a comprehensive evaluation of the degree of agreement, the sources of disagreement and the boundaries within which most differences are contained and facilitates informed decision making among alternative measurement methods. 
